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(In the following discussion, reference to
the temple in Jerusalem is to the Sol-
omonic temple. The majority of the
psalms probably emerged during the
span of its existence or in the early post-
exilic period. The postexilic temple
corresponds closely to the Solomonic
temple and was considered to be a resto-
ration of ir.)

The rock (Ps 61:2; cf. 27:5) is the
antipole of the bottomless world of
Chaos. The gates of Zion are the anti-
pole of the gates of death (Ps 9:13-14).
Zion with its temple was the symbol and
sacrament of the presence of the living,
life-creating God. By and large, Israel
adopted this symbol from surrounding
cultures. It is reasonable to suppose that
the Phoenicians not only supplied the
building materials for the temple (cf 1
Kings 5: 1-18), but actually built the
temple as well. In any case, the entire
furnishing of the interior was done under
the direction of a Tyrian (1 Kings 7: 13-
45).

All the archaeological evidence from Pales-
tine goes to show that the Israelites them-
selves lacked any skill as masons and
craftsmen. Evidence of the skill of the
Phoenicians in working stone from the sec-
ond millennium onwards comes from sites
such as Ras Shamra and Byblos and from the
remains of Tyre itself. . . . Evidence of their
skill as craftsmen in ivory and bronze comes
from a wide area stretching from North Syria
to Cyprus. Still more revealing in relation to
Jerusalem is the evidence from Samaria.
Here, some eighty years later (c. 880 BC),
Omri, ruler of the Northern Kingdom of
Israel, built himself a new capital. Ornri's con-
tacts with Phoenicians are shown by the mar-
riage of his son Ahab to the Phoenician prin-
cess Jezebel [1 Kgs 16:31}. Excavation has
shown that the masonry of the buildings of
Omri and Ahab is Phoenician. The masonry
is truly exquisite, the heavy walls bold and
forceful, the interior walls with stones
dressed to a beautifully tooled smooth face
and fitted together with minute precision. We
can imagine that the walls of Solomon's
Temple and palace were of the same fine
masonry, and that the platform was con-
structed of stones with the bolder type of
dressing. Though so much of this has to be
deduced from the mere statement that
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146. Reconstruction of a tomb at Silwan, the
most important necropolis of Jerusalem in
the period of the monarchy. The tomb is con-
structed in a pure Egyptian style (cf., e.g.,
76).

Phoenician masons were employed in the
work, one link in architectural style can be
based on the evidence of the excavations [in
Jerusalem]. Against the foot of the summit
scarp on the eastern side . . . excavations
disclosed a tumble of ashlar blocks with the
fine, smooth faces of Omri's building at
Samaria, and amongst them rwo halves of a
pilaster capital of Proto-Ionic type [ef. 145}.
This is precisely the type of capital found at
Samaria and at other sites that have architec-
tural links with Samaria. This tumble of
masonry, obviously from an important build-
ing which had stood on top of the scarp, may
be the one architectural relic of Solomon's
Jerusalem so far found. 1

Besides the Phoenician influence,
there is also archaeological evidence of
Egyptian influence, perhaps mediated by
Phoenicians, for Jerusalem of the early
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monarchic period. In the present village
of Silwan, within the precincts of the
necropolis of pre-exilic Jerusalem, there
are ruins of a tomb (146) 2 which is
clearly of Egyptian derivation (cf. 76).
While the institution of the temple as

such was undoubtedly of Canaanite-
Phoenician orrgin, and while its
craftsmanship was certainly the work of
Phoenician artisans, it does not follow

that the plan of the structure as a whole
was without specifically Israelite fea-
tures. No doubt Solomon himself, as the
builder, ultimately and authoritatively
determined the design of the building,
and he himself had to give at least mini-
mal consideration to the sentiments of
various conservative circles (cf. 2 Sam
7:4-7). That fact is evident, for example,
in the design of the holy of holies.

1. TEMPLEAND MOUNTAIN
Ii.o.l¥-Places~iJL~_be.ande,t).tN:t:.~,,!last

w~J.ewll,~'y,alJyJ.lQJy."~J?x.nanu;e." Almost
all the great Egyptian sanctuaries
claimed to house within their courts the
p~l, the "glorious hill of the
primordial beginning," which~had-fll':st
ew.-erge.d.Jt:Qro.-the..1tQods..,Q.L(;;baQ~1147;
cf. 40 ).3 The great wall which surrounds
the huge temp-le_e ..QQ9_~qteof Karnak is
laid out in an YAQ\!!ating.4ie.sigl).This
unusual form is intended to represent
tQe__PJjm.ex~l...YI.~teE~,which formerly
lapped around the temple hill. 4 The
primeval hill substantiated the claim of
particular temples and cities to antedate
all other holy places." The creator-god
made his appearance on the primeval
hill; the ordered world had its origin
from it. It was filled with prodigious
energies and vital forces. The dead were
portrayed on the primeval hill(148) so
that they might be regenerated by its
powers. The pyramids represent huge
primeval hills (149), but that is not their
only significance. Like so many Egyptian
symbols, the pyramids are ambiguous.
The step-pyramids had the shape not
only of a hill, but (at least in their most
ancient form) of a staircase. Spell 267 of
the Pyramid Texts reads: "A staircase to
heaven is laid for him [i.e., the king] so
that he may climb up to heaven
thereby. "6

In Mesopotamia, as in Egypt, every
temple has its du-ku, its "pure hill. "7
And in Mesopotamia too, the sanctuary

constituted a part of the primordial be-
ginnings. The construction of the
Esagila, the principal temple of Babylon,
is described within the framework of the
creation epic Enuma elisb." Construction
took place after Marduk, the principal
Babylonian deity, had vanquished the
powers of Chaos (Tiamat, Kingu) (cf.
240). The gods then raised the summit
of Esagila against the Apsu: they built
the temple tower (150P It is called the
"house of the foundation of heaven and
earth."

In step-temples, the character of stair-
case generally dominates that of the
primeval hill. It is obvious where the
huge stairs lead. The ziggurat of Larsa
bears the beautiful name, "house of the
bond between heaven and earth"; that of
Kish is the "exalted house of Zababa and
Ininna, whose head is as high as the
heavens" (cf. Gen 11:4; Ps 78:69). The
step-tower of Nippur bears the title,
"house of the mountain"; that of Assur is
the "house of the great mountain of the
nations."!? Ziggurat, like "step-tower,"
can mean "mountaintop." In the Gil-
gamesh epic, Utnapishtim, on the zig-
gurat, pours out a libation after the
flood. II Here the "ziggurat" is the top of
the mountain Nisir, on which Ut-
napishtirn's "ark" has come to land.

In the Ugaritic sphere, the conquest of
Chaos is also closely related to mountain
(hill) and temple. After his victory over
the sea god Yam, Baal receives a temple
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147. Various Egyptian representations of the
primeval hill, the first entity to rise from the

on Zaphon, the mountain of the gods
located in the northern portion of the
city of Ugarit,

The abyss is a dimension of Chaos and
of death, but the high place, the
mountain, belongs to the temple. In the
psalms, the location of the temple is
Jerusalem, or more precisely, Zion. One
goes up to Jerusalem (Ps 122:4), and at
the temple gates one asks who may
(further) ascend the mountain of
Yahweh (Ps 24:3).

The staircases which connected the
various parts of the temple structure in
Jerusalem (174-75) are not to be 'com-
pared with the monumental staircases of
the Mesopotamian temple towers. We
must not overlook the fact, however,
that at Bethel the stairs and gate of
heaven were believed to be actually pres-
ent without that belief having found, in-
sofar as we know, any expression in cul-
tic architecture. Thus Zion could bear
the title "mountain" even though there is
no appreciable rise of terrain in the area
immediately surrounding the gates of
the temple enclosure. Temples, as such,
are situated on a mountain. Ramses III,
addressing Ptah-Tatenen, can say of the
temple of Medinet Habu, which is lo-
cated on an entirely flat plain: "I have
made great thy temple on the mountain
'Lord of Life' "12 (cf. Jer 21:13). Pss 87:1
(MT) and 133:3 even mention
"mountains" in the plural with reference
to Zion. The plural is probably to be
taken as a plural of majesty-intensive
rather than extensive. It expresses the
potency of the locality marked by
Yahweh's presence. 13
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water of Chaos. The world evolved from the
primeval hill.

Many passages which mention "mount
Zion" (Pss 48:2, 11; 74:2; 78:68; 125:1;
133:3), the "holy mountain" (Pss 2:6;
3:4; 15:1; 43:3; 48:1; 99:9 [RSV: usually
"holy hill"}), or the "mountain of
Yahweh" (Ps 24:3 [RSV: "hill of the
LORD"}) may refer not only to the im-
mediate precincts of the temple, but to
the entire hilltop on which the temple
stood. ~en regardeg in that way, Zion,
vath its rise QU43 metw, is iD aDd 'of
itself a mode.st.,.hilL. lls.."tPP is nat as
~~...£1JrUQ_,gdi9g

148. The deceased was portrayed on the
primeval hill in order that his life might be
regenerated by the powers inherent in the
hill. Ps 103, which views sin and sickness in
close relation, makes the renewal of youth
dependent on Yahweh's forgiveness.
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149. The pyramids have the form and thus
also (in the understanding of the ancient
Near East) the character of the primeval hill.
In the pyramid of Djoser, these aspects coin-
cide with that of a double staircase, which is

probably intended to enable the ascent of the
deceased into the heavenly world. The Egyp-
tian words for "climb" and "ascent" are de-
termined by a double stair.

mOUlltsligoS.;i~~t;W~~t
oLtb.~Q.M,q!..9L,Qlix.~.,?9..m~~cl2.~
tb.a.t.,Q~t.s.c.og!1.S.. 33 ~w
tbat,.Q£..the..hil.ltQ,,~
~, ~l..metetS belmx..t.lw..9LW
e.l:!lJ~&ja:,.w-.,l?s"l2's~w..~d.ei!iuY.L).
Ancient Jerusalem was centered on
Ophel (the eastern hill) (151), and Zion
may indeed have seemed like a

mountain to its inhabitants: they had to
negotiate a difference in elevation of
some 100 meters from the south end of
their city wall to the top of Zion (152;
Plate Yll). From En-rogel, the difference
in elevation was even greater (130 me-
ters). Nonetheless, it was evident that
there were a number of more imporJruJ.t
mountains. ~\V~ foU.!!§tance. the

150. The title of the step-temple of Babylon
is "house of the foundation of heaven and

earth" (cf. Ps 78:69). The temple is the center
and mainstay of creation.
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151. The situation and dimensions of
Jerusalem in the time of David (Iebusite) and
Solomon.

152. Section along line A (151). One as-
cended to the temple from Solomon's
Jerusalem.

·\I(9!!.9.~.dYL~49lJ!e."__Q,L~I~,..O.t_J.Q.w.erlng
m.ightil¥=,OY.eL.its,.,,sur,mulldwgs..~Q.J.be
p9Wetiu1.r,.IG€ty...mass~xW.@.;,...~,.~J 4
m~te.r.s}~D£"H.e.r.mon..£~c~'::b3n:;;",l;f,ec-
~.QYJlmW~,.2f ..£h.~_~~w cf. Plate
VII A). I.Q..North Syria. Zaphon, the an-
cj.e!lt-Canaanite. mountain of t~.ds,
ri~s grec;:imNuslv from ~~~-
p.ruing,h~ight (Plate VII B); awi.i.D...the
s9Yth lieLfu..p~Hoteb,l""d1,~Ja.m.ous
h2!Y~lIl.Q.unm.ut211~~st~..t!MlY..!.!1£&,b.In
Ps 89: 12, all are depotenrized to the
status of creations of Yahweh. 14 The
suppliant is to await his salvation from
Yahweh, who dwells on Zion, and not
from any holy mountain, (Ps 121:1-2).
Yahweh has chosen Zion in preference
to all of them. The high mountains of the
region look down on it, glowering and
jealous (Ps 68:15-16), for despite its
modest appearance it is the true
mountain of the gods, the real Zaphon
(Ps 48:2). At the end of time, it will
rise above all other mountains (Isa
2:2 = Mic 4: 1).

Yahweh has already given to Zion the
dew of Hermon; embodying its fruitful-
ness and life (Ps 133:3). Zion possesses
all the prerogatives of the cosmic
mountain." Fig. 153 (cf. 42) shows a
mountain god (identified by the scale-
pattern on his robe and cap) who em-
bodies at one and the same time vegeta-
tion, fertility, and life. Two fruit-bearing
stalks spring forth from his hips. In his
hands he holds twO more, from which
mountain goats eat their fill. The mighty
mountain god is flanked by twO fountain
goddesses (cf. 42). Each holds in both
hands an aryballos-shaped vessel, from
which water rises in a high arc (cf. 191,
256). Trees and water identify the
mountain as a sphere of life.

In Fig. 153a, the mountain god him-

o .•OOm
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153. " ... with the finest produce of the an-
cient mountains, and the abundance of the
everlasting hills . . ." (Deur 33: 15; cf. Ps
133: 3).
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153a. The four streams flowing from the
vessel of the mountain deity are reminiscent
of the four branches of the river of paradise
(Gen 2:10; cf. 185).,

self holds the water vessel (cf. Plate I B).
The four streams emanating from the
god are reminiscent of the four rivers
of paradise.

Brushwood is found on the mountains
of Palestine and Syria, but there is very
little water. The concept that the
mountain (the height) is a sphere of life
may have been motivated less by geo-
graphical considerations than by the psy-
chological association of "being happy"
(as an expression of the fulness of life)
with "being high" (as an expression of
heightened vital consciousness). sm/;, "to
be happy," and ru/m, "to be high," are
synonymous (cf. Ps 89:16 RSVm).16 The
interpretative sign for the Egyptian /;'J,
"to be happy," is a man with uplifted
arms (cf. 21). Paradise was thought to be
located on a high mountain (cf. Ezek
28: 13-16); it was densely forested (Gen
2:8-9) and the source of mighty rivers
(Gen 2:10-14). The temple site, as locus
of God's presence, was very closely re-
lated to paradise. In Mesopotamian crea-
tion myths, the foundation of the temple
replaces the creation of paradise.
The hill Zion is identified with the

primeval hill, paradise, the cosmic
mountain and mountain of the gods. But
this identification depends less on Zion's
relative merits as a mountain than on its

118

Holy Rock. The rock, with its solidity and
strength, constitutes the anti pole to the
bottomless, slimy, sluggish (cf. 55)
floods of Chaos, which threaten the ends
of the earth (Pss 18:2-5; 61:2; Isa
28:15-16; Mt 16:18). At the temple site
in Jerusalem is a rock which has been
venerated at least since the seventh cen-
tury of the Christian era. At that time
the Caliph 'Abd al-Malik ibn Marwan
(A.D. 687-691) built the exquisitely
beautiful central structure whose dome
dominates the site to this very day (cf.
Plate IX). It is not likely that 'Abd al-
Malik arbitrarily declared the rock holy.
Rather, he carried forward an older
tradition. As early as A.D. 333, a pilgrim
.from Bordeaux records seeing a lapis
pertus»: (a stone or rock full of holes)!"
which was the object of cultic veneration
by the Jews and was annually anointed in
commemoration of the destruction of
the temple. This rock was located not far
from two statues of Hadrian, one of
which (according to Jerome)18 is said to
have stood on the site of the former holy
of holies. Thus, according to traditions
current in the fourth century this Holy
Rock had not served as the foundation of
the holy of holies. This lapis pertusss may
nevertheless be the same rock enclosed
by 'Abd al-Malik's dome. That rock too
is pierced by a circular hole (154 s) which
leads down to a rectangular cavity (154
1, m, n, 0). The rock also displays a great
many other holes and basinlike recesses.
T. A. Busink has recently evaluated

the various arguments concerning the lo-
cation of the temple." He concludes that
the temple was probably situated to the
north of the Holy Rock. Without refer-
ence to Busink's opinion, E. Vogt harks
back to the view of C. Warren, locating
the temple to the south of the Holy
Rock.i? Busink and Vogt agree, at any
rate, that the Holy Rock cannot have
served as the foundation for either the
altar of burnt offering or the holy of
holies. If it had held the altar of burnt
offering, the holy of holies would have
to have been built over a substructure
of some kind, for the hilltop drops off
quite sharply just west of the Holy

~~ ..~.----------------------------~~~~~---------------------------------



154. The Holy Rock in Jerusalem (e[-[aJ;ra):
"a-b: Corner line of the lower west terrace.
c-d: Line of the upper west step. e: The cleft
hewn in the rock eastward from the step. f.:
The cavity on the west face. g, h, i: The
southwesterly cut in the rock. g: The relic
shrine. k: The two small marble columns on
the south side of the great west step. I, rn, n,
0: The cave. p: The niche in the cave. r: Cave
stairs. s: The round hole in the ceiling of the
cave. t: The marble slab on the floor of the
cave. u-w: The northern wall of the rock. x:
Northeast corner of the rock. y: High-point
of the northern stairway to the rock. z: Slabs
over the subterranean passage leading toward
the north. a-f3: The natural cleft in the rock.
y: The footprint of Idris. 0: Traces of excava-
tions and cuts. E: Basin cavity" (H. Schmidt,
Der beilige Pels, key to Fig. 1). The dates of
the various traces of workmanship cannot be
determined with certainty. It is known that
the Crusaders sent altar stones hewn from the
Holy Rock to Europe.

Rock. The use of substructures is quite
unlikelv.v.jusr as unlikely, however, is
the use of a Holy Rock as the founda-
tion of a building (the holy of holies).
For in order to use the rock as a founda-
tion, it would undoubtedly have been
necessary to cut into it. That was for-
bidden even in the case of ordinary
altar stones (". . . for if you wield your
tool upon it you profane it." Exod
20:25), let alone in the case of a Holy
Rock. In all probability, the Holy Rock
lay exposed at the south side of the tem-
ple (355), as did Golgotha in Constan-
tine's building of a later date.

In its externals, the Holy Rock closely
resembles the holy rocks which have
been found at Gezer (155), Megiddo

155. The "Holy Rock" at Gezer.

(156), and elsewhere. The common
characteristics all point to culric func-
tions:22 each rock has a number of basins
and a cistern or cave. The latter, apart
from its practical uses, may have repre-
sented the world of Chaos (cf. 78 and
79), to which is opposed the unshake-
able solidity of the rock. At the same
time, the rock may have served as a man-
ifestation of the deity (cf. "Yahweh, my
rock") and as an altar (cf. 193). (On
rocks and stones as representations of
the deity, cf. chap. 4.l.a).
Despite the unmistakable presence

in the Jerusalem temple of components
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remiruscent of the Chaos-cosmos con-
ception prevalent in ancient Near East-
ern sanctuaries, no attempt was made to
trace the foundation of the Jerusalem
sanctuary back to the time of the primal
beginnings. In the Yahwistic creation
narrative (Gen 2), there appears instead
of a temple a garden made for men; in
the Priestly' version (Gen 1) there is no
special area at all. In the course of his
history with Israel, Yahweh chose Zion.
Yahweh is not, as it were, elementally or
eternally linked with Zion. Ps 132 re-
lates, in the context of the story of the
ark (1 Sam 4-6; 2 Sam 6), how he moved
to Zion. Yahweh loved (Pss 78:68; 87)
and desired (Ps 132:13b) Zion, and
chose (Ps 132:13a) it over all other
mountains (Ps 68:16), over all the
sanctuaries of Jacob (Ps 87:2). Yahweh's
dwelling on Zion is thus a free act of
grace. In it the exodus from Egypt and
the settlement of the land find their full
completion. The object of the exodus is
the sovereignty of Yahweh, which pro-
duces life and salvation. That lordship
will extend from Zion to include all na-
tions (Ps 87; Isa 2:2-4; Mic 4:1_3).23 In
the free election of Zion as an act of di-
vine condescension lie the essence and

the specifics of all Zion-theology, all
Davidic theology, and finally, of the
whole biblical theology of incarnation. 24

156. The "Holy Rock" at Megiddo: (a)
bird's-eye view; (b) section. In the sanctuary,
Chaos (the cistern) is harnessed and becomes
a source of fertility.

2. THE TEMPLE GATES
As a holy precinct, the temple area,

like paradise, is safeguarded by extraor-
dinary measures. Moses had to set a
boundary around Sinai (Exod 19:12).
Zion was surrounded by a wall suitable
for military service (Ps 48:12-13). In
Jerusalem, as in the Egyptian (157) and
Assyrian (158) representations of a
Canaanite city, one must distinguish the
outworks (158), the city wall itself, with
its towers and salients (157 and 158), and
the acropolis, with its fortified palaces
and the temple (157 and 158). It is not
quite clear whether "Zion" in Ps 48: 12-
13 includes at least some part of the city
of Jerusalem. Jerusalem and Zion are
sometimes virtually synonymous (Pss
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51:18; 102:21; 147:12). AccordingtoPs
116: 19, the forecourts of the temple lie
"in the midst of Jerusalem." Acropolis
and city, as Figs. 157 and 158 suggest,
were understood as a unity.

The gates were the most vulnerable
points of an ancient Near Eastern city.
Attempt was made to secure them by
special fortifications (cf. 159-fJ1 ) and by
all kinds of magical or religious measures
(158a).

Because the gate, flanked by two
mighty towers, formed a most impres-
sive representation of the city, it could
stand as pars pro toto for "city" (cf. Fig.
162, where the temple gate represents
the temple; cf. "gates of death" in Ps



(1570-1345 B.C.). A. Lhote, Peinture egyp-
tienne, fig. 78. AOB, no. 167. A. Erman and,
H. Ranke, Agypten, p. 532, fig. 220 .•••

130. Limestone relief: Luxor: first court of
columns, first year of Ramses II (1301-1234
B.C.), W. Wreszinski, Atlas, vol. 2, plates 71£.

131. Bronze relief, h. ca. 28 cm.: Balawar:
Shalmaneser III (858-824 B.C.). L.W.
King, Bronze Reliefs, pI. 21. ANEP, no. 362.
A. Parrot, Assur, fig. 127. R. D. Barnett and
W. Forman, Assyrische Palastreliefs, fig.
159 ..••.

132. Relief: Nimrud: central palace of
Tiglath-pileser III (745-727 B.C.); BM
118903 and 115634. R. D. Barnett and W.
Forman, Assyrische Palastreliefs, figs. 40f.
R. D. Barnett and M. Falkner, Sculptures, pp.
14/f., plates 37-40 .•••

132a. Relief, w. ca. 1.70 cm.: Beit el-Wali
(ca. 50 km. south of Aswan): entrance hall of
the temple, north wall, second scene from the
east: RamsesIl (1301-1234 B.c.). H. Ricke
et aI., Beit el WaN Temple, pI. 12, cf. pl. lO,
text 13. H. Schafer, Von agyptischer Kunst, pp.
238f., pI. 36. W. Wreszinski, Atlas, vol. 2, pl.
163. Drawing by]. F. Foster.

133. Wall painting (section): Tell 'Ahmar,
8th c. B.C.; destroyed; copy, L. Cavro, Paris.
A. Parrot, Assur, figs. 116 (section), 117 .•.•.

134. Relief: Nineveh: palace of Sen-
nacherib, Room 33 (704-681 B.C.); BM
124801. R. D. Barnett and W, Forman, As-
syrische Palastreliefs, fig. 130 .•.•

135. Slate palette, ca. 25 x 20 cm.: late
prehistorical period (before 2850 B.C.); BM
20791. F. Petrie, Ceremonial Slate Palettes, p.
14, pI. E. W. Wolf, Kunst, fig. 46. IWB, vol. 3,
p. 110 .•.•.

136. Bronze gate, h. 28 cm. Tell Balawar:
Shalmaneser II (858-824 B.C.); BM. L. W.
King, Bronze Reliefs, pI. 50. IWB, vol. 3, pp.
232f .•..•

137. Relief, Nineveh, Sennacherib (704-
681 B.C.); BM 124822. Drawing by A.
Aebischer from a photograph by the author.
Cf. A. H. Layard, Monuments, pI. 15.

138. Stele, width of section ca. 65 cm.:
funerary temple of Merneptah: Amenophis
III (1413-1377 B.C.); Cairo. W. Westendorf,
Agypten, p. lO7. Cf. ]. Leclant, "La 'Mas-
carade' "; S. Schott, "Ein ungewohnliches
Symbol, ..•.•.

139. Relief, Khorsabad, Sargon II (721-
705 B.C.); lost. P. E. Botta, Monuments, vol. 2,
pI. 141. AOB, no. 136. ANEP, no. 370. IWB,
vol. 3, p. 66. Cf. M. Riemschneider, "Urar-
taische Bauten," pp. 325-28 .•••

140. Bronze relief, h. ca. 28 cm.: Tell

Balawat, Shalmaneser III (858-824 B.C.);
BM. L. W. King, Bronze Reliefs, pI. 8."

141. Limestone relief: Luxor: first court of
columns, exterior of the west wall: Ramses II
(1301-1234 B.c.). W. Wreszinski, Atlas. vol.
2, pI. 65. W. Wolf, Kunst, fig. 574.

142. Basalt stele, h. 90 cm.: near Tell
Ashara (Terqa), Tukulti-Ninurta II (888-884
B.C.); Aleppo. H. Schrnokel, Ur, Assur, pI.
83. Cf. R. ]. Tournay and S. Saouaf, "Stele de
Tukulri-Ninurta II," pp. 169-90; H. G.
Gurerbock, "A Note on theStela," p. 123."

143. Orthostatic relief, h. of section ca. 65
cm.: Alaca Huyiik, 15th c. B.C.; Ankara, Hit-
tite Museum. E. Akurgal and M. Hirmer,
Kunst, pI. 94. M. Riemschneider, Hetbiter, pI.
54. IWB, vol. 3, p. 31. •..•

144. Sandstone relief: Edfu: Temple,
western enclosure wall, interior, first register,
12th scene: Ptolemy IX/Alexander I (107-
88 B.C.). E. Chassinat, Edfou, vol. 13, pI. 513,
G. Roeder, My then, fig. 28 .•••

145. Proto-Ionic capital: Jerusalem: prob-
ably from the time of Solomon (970-932
B.C.). K. M. Kenyon, jerusalem, pI. 20 ..•.•

146. Monolith of Silwan, Jerusalem, 8th c.
B.C. L. H. Vincent, jerusalem, vol. 1, pp.
328-30, pI. 71.

147. Various forms of the primeval hill.
Freehand drawing. Cf. H. Frankfort, King-
ship, pp. 152-154 ..•.•

148. Sculpture, h. 35 cm, 19th Dynasty
(1345-1200 B.C.); Florence. H. Frankfort,
Kingship, p. 33 ..•••

149. Pyramid ofDjoser, 109 x 124 m., h.
62 m.: Sakkarah, Third Dynasty (2650-2600
B.C.). ANEP, no. 764. W, Westendorf, Agyp-
ten, p. 29."

150. Busink' s reconstruction of the
"Tower of Babel," in A. Parrot, Sintflet, p.
92, fig. 15.

151. Plan of Jerusalem at the time of Sol-
omon (970-932 B.C.). K. M. Kenyon,
jerusalem, p. 81.

152. Diagram of the north-south line of
Ophel, drawn from Fig. 151. Drawing by U.
Winter.

153 .. Relief, gypsum, h. l.36 m.: Assur:
fountain of the Assur temple: second half of
the second millennium B.C.; Berlin, VA 1358
W. Andrae, Kultrelief, pI. 1. A. Moorrgat,
Kunst, pp. 115f., pl. 236. ANEP, no. 528. A.
Parrot, Assur, fig. 9 ..••.

153a. Ivory inlay: figure of the mountain
deity, ca. 14. cm. high: Assur: New Palace,
ca. 1500 B.C.; Berlin, Staatliche Museen. W.
Andrae, Kultrelief, pp. 5f., pI. 6a. A.
Moorrgat, Kunst, fig. 243 .•••
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2nd c. A.D. P. Collart and P. Coupel, L'autel
monumental de Baalbek, pI. 3.

180. Section of a limestone stele (height
of section, 32 cm.): Ur, Urnammu (ca. 2050
B.C.); Philadelphia, University Museum.
ANEP, no. 306. A. Parrot, Sumer, figs. 279-
282. H. Schmokel, Ur, Assur, pI. 54."

181. Ceramic fragment, h. 15 cm.: Tell
Far'ah (Negev, ca. 30 km. WNW of
Beersheba), 19th Dynasty (1345-1200 B.C.).
H. G. May and R. M. Engberg, Material Re-
mains, pl. 40b. I. Seibert, Hirt-Herde-Kbnig,
p. 38, fig. 17. Cf. H. G. May, "The Sacred
Tree."

182. Cultic stand, painted clay, h. 106
cm.: Meggido (1350-1150 B.C.); Loud, Meg-
gido, vol. 2, pI. 251.··

183. Limestone basin, h. 1.85 m., diam.
2.2 m.: Amathont (Cyprus), probably 6th c.
B.C.; Louvre. G. Perrot and G. Chipiez, His-
toire de l'art.. vol. 3, p. 280, fig. 211. H. T.
Bossert, Altsyrien, nos. 281£. Cf. A. Parrot,
Le temple de Jerusalem, pp. 99f .•••

183a. Basalt sculpture, 1. 2.40 m., h. 1.10
m.: Carchemish: temple court: 9th c. B.C.;
Ankara. C. L. Wooley and T. E. Lawrence,
Carcbemisb, vol. 3, ,pI. B47, pp. 168f.
Orthmann, Spatheth/fChe Reliefs, pI. 25c."

184. Relief: Baa/oek: great court of the
Jupiter Temple, east side of the north water
basin: Roman Period (2nd c. A.D.). T.
Wiegand er aI., Baalbek, pI. 111.·

185. Dolerite relief, h. 1.17 m.: Assur:
fountain of the Assur Temple: 8th-7th c.
B.C.; Berlin, VA. W. Andrae, Vas
wiedererstandene Assur, p. 155, pI. 2b. A. Par-
rot, Assur, p. 74, fig. 82 .•••

186. Cylinder seal, carnelian, h. 3.7 cm.,
diam. 1.7 crn.: 9th-8th c. B.C.; Pierpont
Morgan Library, New York. ANEP, no. 706.
M. A. Beek, Atlas of Mesopotamia, fig. 252.
Cf. H. Frankfort, Cylinder Seals, pI. 34b.u

187. Limestone relief, Abydos, temple of
Seti I (1317-1301 B.c.). A. M. Calverley et
al., Abydos, vol. 1, pI. 3.•••

188. Portable kettle, bronze: Larnaca
(Cyprus), Late Mycenean Period (1400-
1200 B.C.); Berlin. A. Furrwangler, "Uber
ein ... Bronzegerar," p. 411. AOB, no. 505.
IWB, vol. 2, p. 217. Cf. AOB, no. 506;
ANEP, no. 587."

189. Ivory, Nimrud, 9th-8th c. B.C. R. D.
Barnett, Catalogue, pI. 33f. BL, col. 1031, fig.
67, fig. 2 .•••

190. Gold lamella, I. 20 cm.: Enkomi-
Alasia: grave no. 2: Neo-Cypriot Period
(1430-1350 B.C.). C. F. A. Schaeffer, "La
coupe en argent," pp. 57f.·
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191. Wall painting, I. 2.5 m., h. 1.75 m.:
Mari: period of Hammurabi (1728-1686
B.C.); copy (after the original) in the Louvre.
A. Parrot, Sumer, pp. 279f., fig. 346. M. T.
Barrelet, "Une peinture de la cour 106," pl.
1. Cf. A. Moortgat, Kunst, p. 74."

192. Cylinder seal (impression) from Kul-
repe, 19th-18th c. B.C.; Ankara, Inventory
No. Kt, a/k 462. N. Ozgiic, Anatolian Group,
no. 67 (cf. nos. 49 and 71) .•••

193. Step-altar, hewn sandstone, with
massebah: Petra: El-Meesara. K. Galling,
BRL, cols. 17f., fig. 4. AOB, no. 449.·

194. Attempted reconstruction of the
altar of Ezekiel by E. Avi-Yonah. IWB, vol. 3,
p. 201. Cf. BHH, vol. 1, col. 64.

195. Limestone altar, h. 54.5 cm.:
Megiddo, near the sacred precincts: 10th-
9th c. B.C.; Jerusalem, Palestine Museum.
H. G. May and R. M. Engberg, Material Re-
mains, pp. 12f., pI. 12. ANEP, no. 575. After
a photograph by the author .•••

196. Relief: Amarna: Tomb of Panhesi:
Amenophis IV (1377-1358 B.C.). N. de G.
Davies, Amarna, vol. 2, pI. 18.). Vandier,
Manuel, vol. 4, pt. 1, p. 683, fig. 379.

197. Incense altar with an Aramaean in-
scription, Lachish, 5th-4th c. B.C.; Jerusalem,
Palestine Museum. O. Tufnell et aI., Lacbisb,
vol. 3, pp. 286, 358f., pI. 49.3. Y. Aharoni,
"Trial Excavation," pp. 163f., pI. l Oa."

198. Incense stand, ceramic, h. 67 cm.:
Megiddo, 1150-1100 B.C.); Chicago, Orien-
tal Institute A 20830. H. G. May and R. M -.
Engberg, Material Remains, pp. 20-23, pI.
20. ANEP, no. 583 .•••

199. Section of the relief in Fig. 157.
200. Relief on an incense altar, Palmyra,

85 A.D.; Oxford, Ashmolean Museum. IWB,
vol. 3, p. 164. H. Ingholt, "Le sens," figs. 1,
2 .•••

201. Relief: Nineveh: palace of Assurban-
ipal, Room S (668-626 B.C.); BM 124886.
R. D. Barnett and W. Forman, Assyrische
Palastreliefs, fig. 98."

202. Relief, w. 1.32 m., h. 0.93 m.:
Nineveh: palace of Assurbanipal (668-626
B.C.); BM 124939A. R. D. Barnett and
W. Forman, Assyrische Palastreliefs, fig.
134. A. Jeremias, Vas AT im Lichte des AO,
fig. 18. BHH, vol. 3, cols. 1385f. Drawing
after a photograph in the British Mu-
seum."
203. Long-house types. V. Muller,

"Types," p. 179, pI. 1. ANEP, no. 752.
204. Bent-axis house types. V. Muller,

"Types," p. 180, pl. 2. ANEP, no. 753.
205. Bent-axis house. W. Andrae,


